Detection of Estrogen Responsive Breast Cancer Circulating Tumor Cells: Assay Development for Anti-Hormone Therapy Resistance
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Abstract

Recent clinical trials with histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi) have shown increased progression free survival by re-sensitizing resistant estrogen receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer cells to hormone suppressive therapies (HT). However, these trials lacked a sensitive, specific assay to identify and monitor HDACi/HT sensitive or resistant tumors. We tested detection of ER expression and histone acetylation of chromatin at the growth regulation by estrogen in breast cancer 1 (GREB1) gene, an estrogen-responsive gene involved in ER expression, in circulating tumor cell (CTC) as potential candidate assays for HDACi/HT sensitivity. ER+ and ER− CTC were detected and isolated from breast cancer patient peripheral blood by high speed fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) for use in mRNA analysis and anti-acetylated histone-mediated Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP). cDNA from mRNA and DNA extracted from the ChIP isolates were quantified by real-time PCR for GREB1. CTC isolates from patients who had an ER+ breast cancer primary contained both ER+ and ER− cells. More ER+ than ER− CTC was found in HT sensitive patients compared to HT resistant patients (p = 0.0559). GREB1 was found in acetylated histone chromatin from both ER+ and ER− CTC. The number of ER+ and ER− CTC found in peripheral blood appears to parallel patient outcomes as to their sensitivity to HT. Acetylated histone analysis can detect chromatin containing GREB1 in CTC, suggesting it may be useful as a more specific measure of HDACi effects on breast tumor cells. A larger, longitudinal data set following patients through HT/HDACi trials is needed to confirm these observations and their development for clinical use.
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1. Introduction

Breast cancer incidence in the United States is currently reported by the National Institutes for Health as between 63.51 to 98.69 cases per 100,000 among women, with a marked decline in mortality in the last decade [1]. Great advancements have been made in early detection and treatment of primary breast cancer through greater awareness of the value of regular prognostic screening, and advancements in surgical, chemotherapeutic, hormonal, and radiation therapies. However, metastatic manifestations of breast cancer have proven elusive to early detection and devastatingly retractable to cure. Early detection and efficient monitoring of metastasis could mean the difference between recovering quality of life and severely debilitating terminal illness. Unfortunately, once tumor cells enter the circulation, they can de-differentiate into stem cell-like morphologies conducive to metastatic invasion [2]. This means their character changes, often to the point of becoming resistant to original treatment given to a patient.

Approximately 70% of breast cancers are identified as estrogen receptor positive (ER+), indicating that the tumor can grow in response to estrogen or estrogen-like hormones [3]. Current treatment for ER+ cancers for women who are pre-menopausal includes estrogen receptor modulating drugs such as Tamoxifen and estrogen receptor antagonists such as Valoxifen and Faslodex. For post-menopausal women or women who have had their ovaries removed, anti-aromatase inhibitor therapy is used to block androgen conversion to estrogen, especially in adipose tissue [3]-[5]. Paradoxically, estrogen deprivation meant to block tumor growth can increase the responsiveness of the tumor to estrogen-like molecules, making effective hormone treatment a concern for breast cancer survivors [4] [5]. Moreover, growth of tumors in estrogen rich environments can promote ER expression and lack of the hormone may promote rise of ER− cells which can enter the circulation and pose a relapse or metastatic potential risk [5]. There is little data on the rate of ER+ to ER− conversion in tumor cells and the impact of hormone blockade therapies on this process. Therefore, for optimal hormonal therapy to be beneficial to breast cancer survivors, it is necessary to monitor their tumor status over time and treatment.

It is still not known if tumor cells develop their metastatic potential and unique characteristics in the primary tumor or in response to components of blood [6]. Discreet or individual tumor cells in the body’s tissues are not easily identified by current imaging techniques. Only when tumor cells enter the circulation as discreet single cells is there the chance to capture their new characteristics and evaluate their possible fates in what is now being called a “liquid biopsy” [7] [8]. Therefore, detecting and monitoring of circulating tumor cells (CTC) in a patient as they evolve and change from before primary treatment all the way through post-surgical and maintenance treatment may be key to providing the most effective treatment for each individual and each relapse. CTC analysis has recently emerged from research use to strong clinical potential with the 2004 FDA approval of CTC counts to monitor relapse/release of tumor cells after primary treatment [9]-[14].

Early in breast cancer oncology, the discovery of breast cancer growth stimulation through ovarian hormones indicated the expression of estrogen receptors (ER) by tumor cells as a target for directed anti-hormone therapies. Direct antagonists of the ER and indirect depletion of circulating sources of estrogen (oophorectomy and aromatase inhibitor (AI) therapies) became strong therapies for controlling ER mediated tumor growth [15]. Numerous selective estrogen receptor modulator therapies have been proposed and tested for use in blocking ER function in pre-menopausal women as single therapies or in hormone combination with mixed success [15]-[17]. In post-menopausal and oophorectomized women blockade of adipose production of estrogen from androgens is most often accomplished using long term adjuvant HT therapies. A problem arising from chronic exposure to anti-hormone therapies is the unintentional selection of estrogen resistant cells within the tumor population, either by de-sensitization of the ER or by causing ER downregulation and estrogen independent growth of ER− cells arising from the original ER+ tumor [18].

HT resistant and estrogen independent breast cancer cells can seed tumor relapse or metastasis causing failure of the HT therapy. As research progresses into the role of hormone stimulation in tumor growth and metabolism, a number of potential therapeutic targets have emerged including signal transduction molecules, gene targets
with ER response elements, and estrogen responsive gene regulatory molecules such as microRNA and epigenetic modification [19]-[22]. To prevent catastrophic treatment failure, combination therapies are being put to clinical trial, most directed at suppression of the emerging treatment resistant subpopulations. A second approach is being tested using agents that will augment the original anti-hormone therapy by increasing the expression and sensitivity of ER proteins on these tumor cells, thus improving the effectiveness of the primary anti-hormone therapies. One class of combination therapy drugs has shown promise in recent trials: inhibitors of histone deacetylases (HDAC) [16] [20]-[22]. HDAC enzymes remove acetyl groups from epigenetically modified histones, allowing for re-formation of the histone nucleosome core which “closes” chromatin to access by DNA modulating enzymes that transcribe or manipulate the chromatin for dynamic functions such as gene expression, recombination, replication and mutation [23]. Inhibiting HDAC allows for prolonged expression of genes including the ER itself, increasing the sensitivity of the cell to ER signaling, increasing the rate of fatal mutation and cell death in estrogen deprivation conditions such as induced by effective HT [20]-[22].

A recent Phase II clinical trial study of combined HT and HDACi treatments Exemestane and Entinostat showed potential for a subset of HT resistant patients with high general acetylation of this combined therapy regimen reversing HT resistance and prolonged progression free survival for 4 to 6 months more than Exemestane treatment alone [22]. This study also brought to light a major drawback seen in HDACi/HT clinical trials: the lack of a sensitive and clinically selective monitoring assay for the effectiveness of the combination treatment. The use of acetylated proteins in blood was noted to be at best an imprecise estimate of HDAC activity in tumor cells and contributed ambiguity to an otherwise promising new therapeutic option. Without a direct measure of anti-HDAC treatment affecting ER signaling in tumor cells, it is difficult to correlate the treatment with re-sensitizing cells to HT treatment. This would hinder dose response studies and preclude measurement of histone acetylation and/or HDAC activity as a potential predictive measure for HT resistance susceptibility.

Circulating Tumor Cell (CTC) phenotyping and quantification have recently become of great interest in diagnostic and treatment efficacy monitoring protocols for cancer patients at risk for relapse or metastasis [6] [24] [25]. The majority of work in this area has concentrated on quantitation of tumor cell numbers in blood using fixed cell samples analyzed microscopically for phenotypic changes to a more “stem cell-like” character indicative of metastatic potential [10] [26]-[29]. In this study, we aseptically collect live CTC from the peripheral blood of breast cancer patients with known ER+ metastatic breast cancer to analyze histone acetylation of GREB1, a gene expressed in response to estrogen and involved in regulation of ER in breast and breast cancer cells [19] [20], to determine if such estrogen-responsive gene activation indicator analyses could afford a better, more specific monitoring assay for following the mechanism and efficacy of HDACi treatment in re-sensitizing HT resistant breast tumor cells and promoting better efficacy of adjuvant HT treatment in preventing relapse and metastatic recurrence of ER+ tumors.

2. Materials & Methods

2.1. Pilot Study Population and Sample Collection

Table 1 outlines the demographics of the pilot study population. Table 2 describes the inclusion/exclusion criteria for participation for breast cancer patients and healthy controls. Fourteen cancer patients and 2 healthy control participants were consented for this study under Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved protocols (IRBNet # 372522/583244/583243). At the consenting visit, each participant completed a questionnaire regarding medical history and arrangements were made for the blood collection. At their next study visit, consented participants were asked to donate 2 tubes (approximately 20 ml) of blood via venipuncture for the study. Blood was drawn in an approved blood collection setting by certified phlebotomist research staff or clinical personnel into heparinized vacutainers and immediately labeled with study specific code identifier. Participants’ clinical progress was followed for up to 1 year through audits of their clinical records to monitor progression free survival. Data collected from medical records and analytical testing was Health Information Portability and Accessibility Act (HIPAA) protected and anonymized for inclusion in the reportable study data set and analyses.

2.2. Sample Processing for CTC Isolation

For CTC isolation, patient blood samples were separated on ficoll histopaque gradients to isolate peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and washed into rich growth medium (RPMI 1640 (Mediatech Manassas, VA),
Table 1. Study subject population parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient Group</th>
<th>(N)</th>
<th>Sample Analyzed</th>
<th>Age in years (mean ± SD)</th>
<th>Metastatic Cancer</th>
<th>BMI (mean ± SD)</th>
<th>HT* **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ER+ HT sensitive</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4/5*</td>
<td>66.6 ± 5.6</td>
<td>4/4</td>
<td>24.4 ± 3.5</td>
<td>multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER+ HT resistant</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>65.0 ± 1.4</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>29.5 ± 2.1</td>
<td>multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER− primary, metastatic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1/1</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>Neo-adjuvant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER+ primary</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2/4*</td>
<td>56.8 ± 11.2</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>35.0 ± 14.1</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthy controls</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2/2</td>
<td>56.0 ± 5.7</td>
<td>0/2</td>
<td>26.5 ± 9.2</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Samples not analyzed due to screen failure and/or lost to follow-up after consent. **HT = Hormone suppressive therapies

Table 2. Participant inclusion/exclusion criteria.

**Inclusion Criteria for Patients**
- Women (>18 yr old) who have survived primary breast cancer (with surgery, neo-adjuvant, adjuvant and/or radiation therapy) and are now presenting with either relapse or metastatic disease; or who presented with primary breast cancer and treated by mastectomy followed by chemotherapy and/or aromatase inhibitor therapy.

**Exclusion Criteria for Patients**
- Men
- Pre- or post-menopausal women without a personal history of breast cancer,
- Women with untreated primary tumor breast cancer patients or did not going to undergo treatment at FHCI,
- Individuals deemed not healthy enough to safely participate in the study by the study associated physicians.

**Inclusion Criteria for Controls**
- Women >18 yr of age, who have never had and do not currently have breast cancer.

**Exclusion Criteria for Controls**
- Men,
- Pre- or post-menopausal women with a personal history of breast cancer,
- Individuals deemed not healthy enough to safely participate in the study by the study associated physicians.

10% medium 199 (Gibco, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY), 10% fetal calf serum (Mediatech), 2% antibiotic-antimycotic mix (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) for fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) collection. The PBMC samples were labeled with fluorescently conjugated antibodies specific for EPCAM, CD45, Met-1, EGFR, and ER proteins (BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA), Beckman Coulter (Miami, FL); Millipore (Billerica, MA)). The labeled samples were then subjected to flow cytometric identification and FACS separation in a sterile high speed collection using the Florida Hospital Cancer Institute custom-built MoFlo MDX Sorter instrument (Beckman Coulter) housed in a Class 2A laminar flow safety cabinet (Walker, UK). The sorted cell populations were collected into the same rich culture medium and further processed for CTC isolation and molecular analysis.

2.3. Chromatin Acetylation Modification ChIP Analysis

ChIP analysis [30] on ex vivo CTC includes precipitations with anti-acetylated histone H3 modification specific antibodies (Millipore), in parallel with non-specific IgG and total DNA controls. ChIP isolates captured cross-linked DNA fragments associated with these epigenetic modification and expression molecules at the time of fixation. DNA fragments were sonicated to approximate 1000 bp lengths and isolated by rapid DNA purification/ethanol precipitation. ChIP isolated DNA were subjected to relative quantitation using realtime PCR with TaqMan (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) primers for GREB1, ERalpha, and GAPDH. Association of GREB1 and ERalpha gene fragments with acetylated histone was considered indicative of epigenetic regulation of expression at these gene sites. Relative expression levels expressed as R values = ln 2AΔCT [31] were analyzed at cycles within the linear phase of the PCR and quantitated relative to internal standard and housekeeping GAPDH gene expression in the same sample.

2.4. Protein Expression Analysis

Expression of cell surface and intracellular ERalpha and GREB1 was quantified using CTC flow cytometric analysis of cell surface staining. The relative expression of ERalpha was compared between HT resistant and...
HT sensitive ER+ and ER− sorted CTC.

2.5. RNA Expression Assay

mRNA was isolated from sorted ER+/ER− CTC using RNALater (Ambion, Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) fixation and Trizol extraction (Ambion). The mRNA was reverse transcribed to cDNA and then amplified using reverse transcriptase-realtime polymerase chain reaction (RT-realtime PCR; Qiagen, Valencia, CA) protocols. The RT reaction was run with oligo dT and random primers to generate cDNA from mRNA by action of reverse transcriptase (2 hr, 37 C), followed by RT inactivation at 85 C for 5 minutes. PCR Taq polymerase amplification was performed with a 10 min hot start at 95 C followed by 40 cycles of 95 C 1 min, 55 C 1 min (internal sequence data collection at end), 72 C 1 min extension, using commercially available TaqMan gene-specific primers, fluorescently labelled internal sequence reporter, and internal ROX dye control (Life Technologies). Relative expression levels expressed as Ln R value = 2(GAPDH ΔCt) − (GREB1ΔCt), as analyzed at cycles within the linear phase of the PCR and quantitated relative to internal standard and housekeeping GAPDH mRNA expression in the same sample.

2.6. Plasma Estradiol Assay

Plasma samples were collected from the top of the ficoll histopaque gradient separation of PBMC and frozen at −80 C. Samples were later thawed and immediately used in a commercially available competitive sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbsorbant assay (ELISA) analysis optimized for detection of estradiol in biological fluids (Oxford, Rochester Hills, MI). In the quantitative ELISA, capture of estradiol in the sample used anti-estradiol antibodies. Quantitative detection was visualized by competition of estradiol-horseradish peroxidase conjugates added to the ELISA plate with estradiol in the sample inducing a color change in colorimetric substrate (3, 3’, 5, 5’ tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)) in the presence of hydrogen peroxide. The color change was measured at 650nm using a 96-well ELISA plate reader spectrophotometer.

2.7. Outcomes Criteria for Correlation Analyses

The outcomes to be measured for correlation and comparison includes: Primary breast cancer diagnosis including %ER+ cells by immunohistochemistry, HT & other treatment history, Relapse/metastatic tumor growth history, age, menopausal status, Medical history/demographic information, Progression Free Survival while on HT, and indicators of loss of HT sensitivity/emergence of HT resistance. Data were analyzed using linear regression analysis and compared using multi-factorial (ANOVA) or pair-wise analyses to determine the significance of estrogen-like responses relative to the estradiol and untreated controls using GraphPad Prism 6 Software. Results were considered significant at p ≤ 0.05.

3. Results

3.1. Estradiol Levels in Plasma Reflect the HT Status of the Patient

As expected, plasma estradiol levels were lower in patients on HT (anti-aromatase therapies) than in patients not on HT and commensurate with the levels seen in post-menopause healthy controls (Figure 1(a)). Of interest, higher estradiol levels were found in patients resistant to HT and/or having ER− CTC numbers greater or equal to ER+ CTC numbers compared with patients who had predominantly ER+ CTC and remained sensitive to HT (Figure 1(b)). These data suggest that ER+ cell populations in HT resistant patients may have access to HT resistant estrogen sources.

3.2. CTC Analyses Reflected the Evolution of ER− Tumor Subpopulations in ER+ Tumor Patients

We found that both ER+ and ER− viable CTC were detectable in all immunophenotypically ER+ tumor patients and the one surgical patient found to have an ER− primary tumor (Figure 2). The ratio of ER+ and ER− CTC reflected the HT sensitivity status of these individuals. ER+ CTC were found highest in HT sensitive individuals (p = 0.055). In all individuals who had progressed on at least on HT agent and were considered clinically HT resistant, higher numbers of ER− CTC were found compared to ER+ CTC.
Figure 1. Plasma Estradiol Level Comparisons between (a) Patients on HT and those not, and (b) Patients with ER+ > ER− and with ER+ ≤ ER− CTC. When peripheral blood samples used for CTC isolation were separated on ficoll histopaque gradients, plasma was collected from the top of the gradient and frozen at −80°C. The plasma samples were analyzed in triplicate for estradiol by ELISA and reported as mean picogram estradiol per milliliter of plasma. (a) Comparison of plasma estradiol in blood of patients on aromatase inhibitor therapy (AI, n = 6; mean 8.59 ± 6.32) with those not currently on AI (n = 4; mean 19.42 ± 23.89) and postmenopausal healthy controls (n = 2; mean 3.15 ± 0.02). Though a trend for higher estradiol levels was seen in subjects not on AI therapy, no significant difference was found between the groups and all samples had estradiol levels that were within the range of normal peri- or post-menopausal women. (b) Comparison of plasma estradiol in blood of patients deemed ER sensitive (n = 5) or ER resistant based (n = 5) on their HT history and the proportion of ER+ CTC compared to ER− CTC found in their blood. A trend for higher estradiol levels was seen in patients where ER− CTC numbers were greater or equal to that of ER+ CTC, though no statistical significance was obtained in the small dataset.

Figure 2. Circulating Tumor Cells in Peripheral Blood: Conversion of ER+ CTC to ER− CTC. Viable CTC were aseptically collected by high speed FACS using an immunological profile of EPCAM+, Met+, CD45−, and EGFR+/−. CTC were sorted based on detection of the profile and Erα expression (ER+/ER−). The 2 sorted CTC population counts were standardized to one million cells counted and sorted. CTC Counts of ER+ CTC were compared between AI sensitive and AI resistant subject population and analyzed by ANOVA found to be near but not reaching statistical significance in this small pilot group (p = 0.0559). No statistical significant difference was seen between the CTC counts of ER− CTC compared between AI sensitive and AI resistant subject populations.

3.3. GREB1 Gene Regulation by Histone Acetylation in Both ER+ and ER− CTC

Due to the low number of CTC collected in most patients, the limits of ChIP/PCR analysis detection of acetylated histone associated with the GREB1 gene locus were limited to samples with >5000 CTC/10⁷ cells, namely
samples from blood collected during primary breast tumor excision. Though not enough samples were analyzable to reach statistical significance, the analysis of blood from primary surgical patients show that GREB1 loci acetylation is found in both ER+ and ER− CTC (Figure 3). Eralpha gene analysis did not show any association with histone acetylated chromatin. mRNA analysis of GAPDH indicated mRNA was detectable in CTC, but no detection of GREB1 and Eralpha mRNA was found in the CTC samples. This may be due to the detection limitation of the quantitative RT-PCR analysis and the low CTC numbers analyzed for each sample.

4. Discussion

Since a significant portion of all breast cancers are found to express estrogen receptors, hormone suppressive therapies blocking the production of estrogens or access to its receptor have been strong tools in the oncologist arsenal for post primary breast cancer adjuvant HT treatment [15]. As patients survive longer after primary treatments, the long term efficacy of adjuvant HT therapies decreases by therapy induced-selection of HT-resistant cell subpopulations emerging or developing over time [32] [33].

Clinical trials such as ECOG E2112 are investigating a histone acetylase inhibitor therapy in combination with standard endocrine therapy to overcome hormone resistance. A drawback for HDACi clinical trials in the past has been the lack of a sensitive assay to identify tumor specific HDACi effects contributing to hormone resistance [32].

Trials using HDAC inhibitors with either anti-aromatase inhibitors or selective estrogen receptor modulator treatments have shown meaningful improvement in progression free survival [22] [34] [35]. Entinostat given with Exemestane extended PFS from an average of 2.3 months to 4.3 months in the total tested population but in a subset of patients with high general acetylation, the effective increase was up to 7.3 months progression free survival [22]. As new HDACi treatments emerge for leukemias, lymphomas, and other cancers, it is logical to consider their potential benefit to breast cancer patients because of similar hormone/cytokine responsive characteristics in these cancer cell origin types [19] [22] [32] [33] [36] [37]. Though HDACi therapy has not progressed far enough yet to be a tumor cytotoxic specific agent for therapies, this class of chemotherapeutics has definite possibilities in combined therapy applications. In combined therapies, the strong metabolic toxicity properties of these agents can be diluted and directed for a specific stage or purpose in treatment. Augmentation of HT as a cell sensitizer or re-sensitizer through actions on estrogen sensitivity or through increasing the direct target, aromatase, sensitivity to the primary therapy is an excellent example of such a directed use for HDAC inhibition.
Toxicity and specificity are the major cautionary components preventing widespread use of these drugs in therapy trials and regimens [38]. Lack of a measure of true specific mechanism and target of their chemotherapeutic action further delays their acceptance for standard of care clinical use [22]. Therefore, the results of this pilot study could have immense impact on clinical practice providing the needed evidence for direct and specific mechanism of action for a new class of chemotherapeutic treatment sensitizers to prevent therapy failure and emergence of treatment-induced resistance in cancer relapse and metastasis. Such a new treatment option could prevent or at least delay chronic cancer survival from turning into terminal metastatic disease.

Hormone resistance can emerge by a number of molecular mechanisms, many dependent on the continued expression of an estrogen sensitive receptor and a constant requirement of the cells for estrogen to stimulate and sustain growth [22] [23] [36]. In this pilot study, we were able to test ER expression and histone acetylation at the GREB1 gene locus, a gene expressed in response to estrogen and involved in regulation of ER in breast and breast cancer cells [19] [20], in both ER+ and ER− CTC of breast cancer patients. Comparing ER+ with ER− CTC in peripheral blood, the ratio of ER+ and ER− CTC appears to parallel with patient outcomes as to their sensitivity or development of resistance to HT. A larger data set and longitudinal follow up of patients through HT treatments is needed to confirm this observation and develop it into a prognostic indicator for clinical use.

5. Conclusion

We present a small pilot study indicating CTC changes seen in ER expression in HT resistant and HT sensitive breast cancer patients during HT treatment. Though the sample size is not large enough to indicate statistical significance in the GREB1 epigenetic biomarker analysis, the study results show the feasibility of detecting such epigenetic changes in estrogen responsive genes in CTC found in the peripheral blood of breast cancer patients. Increasing assay sensitivity with larger samples or culture expansion of CTC cells in vitro can allow the use of molecular assessment of epigenetic acetylation at ER and ER signal responsive genes such as GREB1. This could provide a better, more specific monitoring assay for following the mechanism and efficacy of HDACi treatment in re-sensitizing HT resistant breast tumor cells and promoting better efficacy of HT adjuvant HT treatment in preventing relapse and metastatic recurrence of ER+ tumors. Further development of these analysis measures may yield a precise and specific measure for tracking and potentially predicting the development of hormone therapy resistance in routine blood sampling prior to detectable metastatic growth on imaging. Such a low cost, reliable and minimally invasive way to monitor and possibly preempt treatment failure would have dramatic impact on extending and optimizing the effective use of hormone therapies.
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